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BEST MATTRESS
UNDER $1000
Gusseted pillow top for
advanced temperature control.

ACTIVE SLEEP
VENETIAN QUEEN
MATTRESS

$1299

Breathable gussett for body
temperature control.

Active Sleep
High Performance sleep,
low performance price
Active Sleep by Sleepeezee represents
the latest in sleeping technologies, designed
to give you a high performance sleep.

and supports your body, providing a
better nights rest so you'll wake up
feeling rejuvenated.

The Active Sleep Venetian feels good,
looks good and works hard for your sleep.
Boasting Gel Infused Visco Memory Foam
layers for superior comfort, its three zone,

A breathable gusset around the top of the
mattress promotes air flow and helps to
regulate heat. Priced from just $899 the
Active Sleep range is a lot of luxury on

nested, pocketed spring system contours

a budget.

FORTY WINKS ESSENTIALS RANGE

DOESN'T SACRIFICE A QUALITY SLEEP AT A BUDGET PRICE

A plush comfort layer gives
your body a luxurious soft
sleep surface.

Gel Infused Visco Elastic
Memory Foam technology has
resulted in the perfect balance
of comfort, support and
optimal sleep temperature.
Pure Natural Latex for
advanced breathability and
pressure relieving comfort, just
as nature intended.

Essentials Kids
Every essential thing you
need for kids rooms

SATURN BED

$899

Fitting out a kids room doesn’t have to break
the bank. Forty Winks has a huge range of Kids
furniture and mattresses that Stylish, affordable,
well constructed and follow national safety
standards.
Our Sleepmaker Lifestyle mattresses give you the
peace of mind of a quality sleep surface that is
going to look after your child while they sleep and
the assurance of a 10 year guarantee backed by the
Sleepmaker brand.

ACTIVE SLEEP
SINGLE MATTRESS
FROM

$499

Hypo Allergenic materials
giving you a safe and
comfortable sleep surface.

Supportive Back Care to give
your spine the crucial comfort
and supports it needs.

10

10 Year Warranty giving you
a peace of mind with your
investments for 10 years.

BEDS FOR
GROWING
BACKS
ROOM TO MOVE
Get something they grow into. There is nothing worse
than feet hanging out at the bottom of the bed

GOOD BACK SUPPORT
For growing bodies proper back support can help a
good posture for life

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Young bodies get hot and cold all the time. Ensure
fabrics contain temperature control properties

IT'S ALL ABOUT THE BASE
What you put your mattress on is equally as
important as the mattress itself. The wrong base
can lessen support levels, mattress structure and
comfort levels

King Koil Carlson
A great night sleep doesn't
have to break the bank
The King Koil Carlson range features advanced
comfort technology AeroComfort featuring
AeroQuilt to provide breathable comfort that is
more resistant to body impressions.
Memory Foam conforms to your body helping
to relieve pressure that can cause tossing and
turning.

Free from CO2 and other harmful chemicals.
The Conforma Coil support system conform to
your body shape to provide all over support and
pressure relief. The Conforma Coil support system
also features Profile Edge Support, consisting
of firmer springs around the perimeter of the
mattress to help maximise the sleep surface and
create a stronger edge.

KING KOIL
CARLSON

QUEEN MATTRESS

$999

Pocket Inner Springs designed
to support your body in the
places that need it most.

A plush comfort layer gives
your body a luxurious soft
sleep surface.

10

10 Year Warranty giving you
a peace of mind with your
investments for 10 years.

Bay Suite
The new Bay range takes the cruisy coastal vibe
and adds buckets of chic style that will feel at
home anywhere.
The simple, clean design is enhanced with a
distressed vintage treatment to the solid Acacia
wood. Its then given a grey wash stain and a white
wash stain to bring out all of the gorgeous detail
and give it a decidedly modern coastal feel.

BAY

QUEEN BED

$999

COUNTRY TO COAST

NEUTRAL TONES, TRANQUIL WHITES AND RUSTIC TIMBER FINISHES

VISTA
QUEEN BED

Vista Suite

$599

The Vista bedframe is a modern
upholstered bed in Charcoal that will
delight in any setting. Paired here
with Mali bedside and tallboy, the
Vista offers a fresh and contemporary
outlook that will soften any room.
Fully upholstered bedframe in linen
look charcoal fabric. Mix and match
different bedsides to complete your
own personal look.
Abeile bedside table

Woodland bedside table

Fez Bedroom Suite
Go on a Moroccan adventure
with the Fez
The Fez uses simple construction techniques with quality materials
with rough sawn detail in the wood and black iron hardware that
adds to a simple and modern global design.
The Tallboy features an anti-tipping mechanism to ensure your
families safety.
Made from solid Acacia wood with a 2 year guarantee.

FEZ

QUEEN BED FRAME

$999

Woodland
Charming rustic style
The Woodland range features a traditional simple
design with rustic details in the wood stain.
The bedframe features solid panel headboard
and footend with a rough sawn detail that shows
a simplistic traditional craftsmanship where the
details and stain of the wood are the hero. The
matching bedside tables and tallboy feature black

essential storage a
metal hardware that completes this range.
In the Woodland Range:
Bedframe in Single, King Single, Double,
Queen & King
2 Drawer Bedside table
6 Drawer Tallboy

WOODLAND
QUEEN BED
FROM

$799

and style

Reef
No barriers with this Reef
The Reef is an elegantly simple range with
understated design and style. Finished in a light
whitewash stain that brings out the subtle texture
of the wood grain and simple satin finish silver
hardware that suits any style room or decor.
Ladies, you will love the styling versatility and
simple clean designs that will let you change your
style with the season.

REEF

QUEEN BED
FROM

$899

Whether you're starting out or shopping
on a budget, we have a range of beds and
bedroom furniture to suit your budget

AVALON
QUEEN BED
FROM

$999

